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Abstract

This study was undertaken (a) to assess the relative contribution of a
vocabulary score made up of GRE General Test antonyms andanalogiesand a
reading comprehension score made up of GRE sentence completions and reading
comprehension sets to prediction or an academic criterion (self- reported
undergraduate grade point average) and ,(b), to assess patterns of
criterion-related validity for item-type part scores on the GRE quantitative
and analytical measures as well.

The studs was based on data from GRE files for 9,375 examinees in 12
fields of study representing 437 undergraduate departments from 149 colleges
and universities. All data were standardized within each undergraduate
department and then pooled for analysis by field.

There were differences by milor field in average performance on the
varipus item-type part scores within each test. The reading comprehension
subtext was found to carry most of the predictive load in the GRE verbal
measure ( .consistent with findings for the reading comprehension subscore on
the SAT verbal measure). ,Item-type part scores on the other measures also
exhibited differential patterns, of relationships with the self-reported
undergraduate grade point average.

The findings suggest that the different item types within the respective
broad ability measures may be tapping somewhat unique skills and abilities
and that further exploration of their potential contribution is in order.
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The Relationship of GRE General Test Item-Type Part Scores
to Undergraduate Grades

Kenneth M. Wfkon
Educational Testing SerVice

Introduction

The GRE General (Aptitude) Test provides measures of developed verbal,
,quantitative, and analytical abilities.* Only total, verbal, quantitative,
and analytical scores are reported. However, the three measures include
different types of items that are thought of as. being different methods of
measuring their respective constructs (Rock, Werts, A Grandy, 1982).

The verbal measure employs four types of questions or items: antonyms,
analogies, sentence completions, and reading comprehension sets designed to
test the ability to identify (a) words that are opposite in meaning, (b)
words or phrases that are related to each other in the name way int other
words or phrases, and (c) words that are logically and stylistically
consistent with the sentence in which they appear; and (d) the ability to
recognize in a reading passage the main ideas, information explicitly
provided, implied ideas, the attitude of the author, and the like.

Three item types are employed in the quantitative measure:
quantitative comparisons (testing the ability to reason quickly and
accurately regarding the relative sizes of two quantities or to perceive,
that not enough information is available to make such a decision); discrete
quantitative items measuring basic mathematical skills or regular
mathematics (balanced among question requiring 'arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry and designed to test basic mathematical skills and understandings
of concepts,'at levels applicable to individuals who have not specialized in
mathematics); and data interpretation (testing th ability to synthesize
information presented in tabular or graphic form, t. select data appropriate
for answering a question, and so on).

The 1981revision of the analytical measure includes two item types:
analytical reasoning. items (testing,the ability to understand a given

structure of arbitrary relationships among fictitious entities, deduce new
information from given relationships, and the like); and logical reasoning
items (testing the ability to understand, analyze, and evaluate arguments,
recognize the point of an argument or the assumptions on which it is based,
analyze evidence, and the like).

1

Although a continuing effort is made to obtain empirical evidence
regarding the validity of the total verbal, quantitative, and analytical

*For detailed descriptions of tests and item types, see, for example, ETS
(1981). In October 1977, a restructured 4version of the GRE General Test
including a newly developed analytical ability measure was .atroduced.
Evidence of its predictive validity with respect to graduate grades was
obtained in a cooperative study (Wilson, 1982). HoUever, internal research
indicated the need for'some change in the item content of the 1977
analytical measure and, in October 1981, a revised analytical measure was
introduced.' See Wild, Swinton, and Wallmark (1982) for a review of factors
involved in the 1981 revision.

.
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scores for predicting perfo. nance in graduate study, little attention has

been given to study of the predictive validity and diagnostic potential of

part scores based on the various item types--in large part because of the

lack of any compelling a priori evidential or theoretical basis for

expecting differential predictive validity for part scores based on

different item types measuting more general basic constructs such as verbal

or quantitative ability.

For example, items regardless of type are selected on the basis of

internal consistency criteria dIsigned among other things to assure the

comparative homogeneity of the respective ability measures. This is con-

ducive to relatively high intercorrelations among items and between individ-

ual items and the total scores on the respective tests. Such conditions

theoretically militate against the likelihood, for example, that predictions

based on regression - weighted composites of part, scores would be consistently

better than predictions based on the total score (in which the potential

item-type part scores are weighted roughly according to their length).

Although factor analytic studies (for example, Powers 6 Swinton, 1981; Rock,

Werta, 6 Grandy, 1982). have suggested that word knowledge (vocabulary) and

reading items (reading comprehension) e distinguishable factorially, this

evidence alone has not been sufficiently persuasive to suggest that

predictions based on the "vocabulary" items and predictions based on

"reading comprehension" items would be very different.

However, the need for an empirical evaluation of the predictive

validity of item-type part scores on the GRE General Test was indicated by

the results of undergraduate-level validity studies involving verbal

'item-type part scores on the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

For several years, vocabulary (VO) and reading comprehension (RC) scores

have been reported in addition to the total SAT verbal score. The

vocabulary score is based on antonyms and analogies and the reading

comprehension score on sentence completions and reading comprehension sets.

These items are-completely parallel in type to those included in the .GRE

verbal measure.

Based on internal analyses of the. results of 110 studies conducted by

the College Board Validity Study Service (VSS) at ETS (Realist, 1981a; 1981b)

in which colleges had specified vocabulary, reading comprehension, and total

SAT verbal scores as predictors of freshman grades, the following findings

emerged:

o The average validity of the reading-comprehension score alone (.373) was

only .003 points lower than that for the entire verbal score (.376).

o In almost one-half of the samples studied, the observed validity of the

reading comprehension score was actually greater than. that for the SAT

verbal score, including the vocabulary score, the validity of which was

consistently lower than that of the reading comprehension score.

o When vocabulary and reading comprehension scores were combined in

regression-weighted composites, the vocabulary score in a number of

instances was negatively weighted, althouqh its simple correlation with

the GPA criterion was pOsitive, indicating suppression of vocabulary



variance in reading comprehension--that is, suggesting that the

criterion-related variance in the vocabulary measure was being tapped
sufficiently by the reading comprehension measure with which the

vocabulary score is substantially correlated.

o Thfre was little improvement in predicting freshman grade point average
when separate vocabulary and reading comprehension scores replaced the
SAT total .verbal score in regression equations including SAT

mathematical scores and the high school record.

These results were inconsistent with expectation and raised questions
regarding the relative, predictive role of the SAT vocabulary and reading
comprehension items.* The present study, was undertaken to assess the
relationship to academic performance of similarly constructed GRE vocabulary
and reading comprehension item -type part scores (and of item-type part

, scores based on items in the quantitative and analytical tests as well).

Study Design, Sample, and Procedures

The academic performance criterion selected for this exploratory study
was ,self-reported undergraduate grade point average (SR-UGPA) routinely

supplied by most GRE examinees during the process of test-registration.**
The SR-UGPA has been found to be a useful research surrogate for an
officially computed UGPA as a predictor of graduate GPA (Wilson, 1982).
Moreover, patterns of coefficients for GRE verbal, quantitative, and

analytical scores vs SR-UGPA, computed for samples of undergraduate students
majoring in selected fields (for example, Miller & Wild, 1979) appear to be
tiimilar to patterns of coefficients for these predictors vs graduate GPA
(tor example, Wilson, 1982).

It was reasoned that results of an exploratory study involving SR-UGPA
as the academic performance criterion would provide a useful empirical basis
for initial assessment of the validity of item-type part scores. Such a
study would also contribute to further understanding of.the utility of the
SR-UGPA in research concerned with test validation.

*Several lines of inquiry have been initiated, including a study of the
relationship of vocabulary and reading comprehension scores to self-yeported
high school rank, astudy of the statistical properties of the foUr
item-types included in the SAT verbal measure, and a study of the

criterion- related validity of specific verbal item types on one form of the
SAT verbal test (Schrader, 1984).

**Examinees are asked to report UGPA in the major field and UGPA over the

liist two college years. The criterion employed was the average of the two
self-reported undergraduate grade point averages.
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The study was designed to simulate conditions characterlitic of

graduate-level validity studies in which comparable data sets for several

small departmental samples are pooled for analysis by field or discipline

(for example, Wilson, 1979; 1982).

Study Sample and Data

The study simple and basic study-data were taken from GRE files on

examinees tested betWeen Oct. 1, 1981, and Sept. 30, 1982. The study sample

included only examinees who reported better communication in English than 11-

any other language, who were tested as enrolled undergraduates lr

nonenrolled college graduates no more than) two years beyond the bachelor's

degree, and who named both a field of study and an undergraduate school.

Following procedures described below, data were obtained for examinees
representing both (a) a relatively large number of undergraduate departments

from ',tech of 10 to 15 fields representing a wide range of verbal vs
qUantitative emphasis (for example, engineering to English), with eome
fields of relatively mixed emphasis such as education and biology.

The records of examinees eligible for inclusion in the study (by
enrollment, citizenship, language status, and data-availability criteria)

were classified by reported undergradaute major field, and the fields were

ordered in terms of the total number of designators. Within each field

classification, examinees were distributed according to designated

undergraduate ochool, and schools were ordered according to total number of

designators without regard to field--that is, in terms of total volume of
graduate-school bound, currently or recently enrolled students in the GRE

pool.

The 20 most frequently designated fields are listed below, and those

selected for the study are identified by asterisks:

psychology
bioOgy*
English*
nursing
education*

political science*
chemistry*
geology
business
history*

economics* computer science*

sociology* other bioaciences
mathematics* other social sciences

music physical education
electrical agriculture*
engineering*

English, history, sociology, and political acien,;:e may be thought of

as cepreseating primarily verbal fields; .chemistry1 computer science,

mathematics, electrical engineering, and economics were selected as

representing primarily quantitative fields; and agriculture, biology, and

educatfe^ represent fields not clearly claisifiable according to relative

verbal and quantitative emphases.

Schools and departments -wre selected, within each of the 12 field

classifications, by specifying certain minimum Us, set after inspection of

the data, to lead to inclusion of 20 or more samples from undergraduate
schools contributing varied numbers of students to the general GRR examinee

pool. Results of the selection process are indicated in Table 1. Etta on



Table 1

Distribution of Undergraduate Departments/ Samples Included in the Study

By .dze and Field

Mumbetal undargradust departmental samejALlt ziteid
Samplerng-lite-60c-.aol Clue-

6 Camp, Math.- lilac Nep-
ali* 11.0 to

lob
tic let tw n

b
Agri- Nloi &Sacs

a ttoo. fields
£11

/004

90-99

60-69

70-79

1

1

2

2

2

1

6049 2 3

50-59 1 4 2 1 6
40-49 - 1 1 3 1 10 21

30-39 2 - 2 2 6 2 2 11 4 31
20-29 16 S 2 6 7 5 12 6 13 33 19 124

10-19 24 33 24 4 16 31 34 13 15 16 233

4110 10 10

N. of
&arto

43 39 1 26 25 45 41 '23 36 44 24 51 40 437

No. of
atudaate

bals(t)

ISA

14.2

544

54.8

MA

25.1

545

57.2

644!

67.2

647

69.6

251

62.5

150

111.3

662

62.9

974

59.7

1316

45.9

1669

12.0

9375

49.4

NInarity(2) 11.0 13.9 29.2 MS 14.6 17.9 11.0 21.6 15.4 7.3 14.9 9.0 14.1

Note. An undergraduate departmental sample includes iadielduale aiming a dssigsatsd'uadargradvate ardor field said
s 4as1gmated unAergradusts school vbo wars taking the CIE Casual Test during 16111-412 as stiller (a) smelled
undergraduate* or (b) nowarallad bachelor's degree holders no more than two pears beyoad the bachslorsa.

°Minimum N - 15;
11

Minimum N - 10; chlinimum N ; 4Minimum M = 20



sex composition and minority representation in the rumple, by field, are
also shown.

As may be ditermined from Table 1, the: study sample included 9,375
individuals, from a total of 437 undergraduster departments in 149 different
undergraduate institutions. In 8,of the 12 fields, the modal number of
undergraduate majors per department was between wl0 and 19, and distributions
or Ns per department were positively skewed around these small modal values
within each field. These conditions are quite similar to those encpuntered
in graduate level validity studies.

GRE Item-Type Fart Score Data

For each member of the study sample, operational GRE seal -3 verbal,
quantitative, and analytical scores and corresponding item response data
were available, based on one of six different forms of the GRE-General Test
that were used during 1981-e2. Each form included the same total number of
items, and the samenumber of items by type, as indicated below:

Variable No. of
items

Verbal Test (76)

Antonyms . 22

Analogies 18

Sentence completions 14

Reading passages 22

Quantitative Test (60)

Quantitative comparison 30

Regular mal.tematics 20

Data interpretation 10

Analytical Test (50)

Analytical reasoning 38

Logical reasoning 12

Raw total scores (based on,the 76 verbal, 60 quantitative, and 50
analytical test items) were computed for each member of the study sample
taking each form of the test, and raw part scores were computed 'for each of
the nine item types indicated above; in addition, a vocabulary score based
on the 40 antonyms and analogies items and a reading comprehension score
based on the 36 sentence completions and reading passage sets were computed
for each individual. All raw scores were computed using the total number
right scoring procedures introduce! during 1981-82.

The part scores are of differing lengths, with corresponding differences
in reliability. For example, based on internal analyses of two forms of the
GRE General Test administered during 1981-82 (Willmark, I982a; 1982b),
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typical levels of Peliebility (estimated by Ruder-Richardson Formula 20) of
the various GRE scores in general smaples of GRE examinees are.approximately
as tollowa:

at

Verbs,( Test (Total)

Antonyms + Analogies +
Sentence completions

tteading comprehension

Quantitative Test (Total)

Quantitative comparison
Regular mathematics
Data interpretation

Analytical Test (Total)

Analytical reasoning
Logical reasoning ,

Typical form
reliability

.90+ ;76 items)

.90 (54 items)*

.80+ (22 items)

.90 (60 items)

.80+ (30 items)

.75+ (20 items)

. 60+ (10 items)

. 65+ (50 items)

.80+ (38 items)

.60+ (12 items)

based on these data, it is esti .4ted that a 40-item vocabulary score
and a 3b-item reading comprehension score would each have reliabilitles
exceeding .80 in samples such as those employed in the internal studies
itcJ. Since the velidity of a test is partially a fucntlon of its

reliability, the differences in reflability should be kept in mind in
ev4luating the validity of the various part scores--that is, a shorter test
of a given ability mqy be expected to have soaewhat lower validity than a
longer test of that ability, gives a common external criterion. For
purposes of this study, reliabilities approximating tF)se noted above are
assumed to obtain for the various measures.

Preliminary operations on the raw GRE total and part scores. 4n
valuating the predictive validity of operational GRE verbal, quantitative,
And analytical scores, the fact'that the sChres are based on different
forms of the test does not pose pcoblems of score comparability across
forms. Through a procesi of test equating, raw total scores ea ed on each
new form of the GRE General Test are placed on the GRE scale by means of
formulas that calibrate the scores to make them comparable with those on
earlier forms, rekardless of differences in the level of difficulty of the
respective forms (for example, ETS, 1981).

lwever, equating 1 -otedures involge only the raw total scores on the
!_ve forms of the estdifferent sets of item types within a test are
-essarily parallel in difficulty in a given form, and sets of items of
.n type are not necessarily parallel in level of difficulty across

in internal analyses, sentence completious are combined with analogies and
antonyms for statistical evaluatioh.'

32



forms. Thus, combining raw-score data across forms without formill equating
introduces some elements of interpretive ambiguity into a validity study.
The analysis could have been conducted using only data from 'a single test
form (obviating interpretive coaplications) but this was nuL considered
desirable* treatise use of single-form data would have substantially
restricted sample size and because there might be differences across 'forms
and administrations in examinee nix with respect to variables such as sex,
educational status at time of testing, selecti ity level of undergraduate
school attended, and the like -- variables that could have some bearing on
study outcomes.

Formal equating of the raw part scores was'net feasible for this
exploratory study. Without resolving questions regarding the relative
difficulty of the respective item types within and/or across forms, it was
decided to transform raw part and total scores to a common scale, by form,
with full-awareness of the attenuation in validity that might be associated
with this procedure. In this regard,,it was assumed' that item types differ
only randomly, within and across forms, with respect to parallelism. It was
also assumed that attenuating effects due to lack of prallelism were not
likely to affect systematically the relative validity of particular sets of
items. (See Table 14 and Appendix B for evidence bearing on these assump-
tions.)

Sneed on data for examinees taking each form of the GRE General Test
without regard to their .field of study, raw part and total score
distributions ere subjected to a z-scale transforption (mean im 0.0,
standard devlation s 1.0)--thLt is, raw partAsnd total scales were expressed,
as deviations from the respective form grand means in standard deviation
units, using the means and standard deviations shown in Appendix A.*

It was reasoned the: validity coefficients for the z-scaled part and
total scores would be attenuated by any errors associated with lack of
equating, while coefficients fdor the GRE scaled (converted, fully equated)
total scores would not. It was assumed that comparison of validity
coefficients for the total scaled (equated) scores with those for the
z-scaled (uequated) total scores would indicate the overall effect on
validity of combining unequated total (and part4 scores across forms. It

was assumed further that, for comparing the validity of total test scores
with that of various part scores, the appropriate total scores would be the
z-scaled transformations of the raw total .scores (paralleling'transforms-
tions of the respective part scores) rather than the converted GRE scaled

total score.

*Appendix A also provides data on the number of examinees taking each form
by sex. These data indicate pronounced differences in'3ex mix across forms
and administrations; males constituted a majority of examinees taking forms
administered in October, December, and February while females constituted a
stronger majority of those taking forms administered in Arril and June. By

!Jdereece, differences in major -field mix may also be present.

13
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In summary.., the test variables available for study following the
operatitne-iescribed above were as follows:

V GRE .scaled, verbal score (equated across forms)
Q' CaE scaled quanti4ative score (as for V)
A \GRE scaled analytical score (as for V)
V* andardized raw total verbal score (not equated by form)
Q* Ilandardtzed raw total quantitative score (as for 4*)
A* Standardized raw total analytical score (as for V*)

Standardized raw item-type part scores:

ANT (metonyms)

ANA (analogies)
SC (sentence completions)
RD (reading passages)
VO (vacAbulary or ANT + AM)
RC (reading comprehension:tor SC + RD)

QC (quantitative comparison).
RM (regular mathematics)
DI (data interpretation)

AR ( ,ialytical reasoning)

LR engical reasoning)

a

Finally, one additional set of.GRE "total scores" (designate)3 VS, Q#,
and AO, respectively) was included, namely, one in which the various
item-type'part scores were given equal weight. Given the z-ccaled part
scores, total ierbal, quantitative, and.analytiqp1 scores defined by the sum
of their res2ectiveyarta were computed for eachlmember of the .study sample.
In these total scores, item types are equally weightecl since the standard
deviations of the z-scaled scores:are identical. If validity coefficients
for VO., for example, should exceed those of, say, V or V* (in both of which
the item-type subtexts are weighted-according to their Lngth), then it may
he concluded that the current relative representation of 40e respective
parts in the total. score is not -consistent with their relative contribution
to prediction.

Study Procedures

As indicated earlieroiscores on the study variables were available for
437 undergraduate departmental semilea, distributed among 12 major fields.
In order to assess similarities'and differences among the major-field
classifications,without regard to department of undergraduate enrollment,
profiles of means on the z-scaled item-type part scores were developed for
the l major-field groups. Questions regarding the relationship of the
respective test measures tp the SR-UGPA criterion were explored using scores
chat were first standardized by department and then pooled across all,
departments within the respective fields of study..
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aJ

Pooling rationale. Results of regression analyses in email samples are
subject to substantial sampling fluctuation. By potting data for several
small samples from similar setting(' (for examplei:, several undetgraduate
chemistry departments), it is possible to obtain.more'rellable estimates of
relationships than valid be passible in single ,small samples. In poolLpg
data across departments one useful approach has been to standardize the
predictor and the criterion variables within each department before
pooling that is, to express scores. on all variables as deviations from
department means in department standard deviation units %see, for example,
Wilson, 1979; 1982). For each depaitmental sample, the mean on each
variable is zero and the standard deviation is unity.

Coeffitients computed for pooled departmentally standardized variables,
by field, may be thought of as approximating population values around which
the coqfficients for individual departments will vary due to selection- and
sampling-related consideretions Ifor example, .restriction of range on
predictors) as well as context-specific validity-related factors (for.
example, economics departments may differ in curricular emphasis on
quantitative methods of analysis). 4

A majority of the variation in observed validity coefficients in samples
from similar settings tends to be accounted far more by statistical
artifacts than by situation-specific validity-related facture. For example,.

it was fgund that about 70 percent of the variation across 7i6 validity
studies in the correlation between Law School Admission Test scores and
first -year law school grades was attributable to differences in sample
standard deviations, estimated criterion reliability, and sample size (Linn,
Harnisch, & Dunbar, 1981). Similar findings have been reported for
employment settings (for example, Pearlman, Schmidt, & Hunter, 1980).

When analyses are based on pooled; departmentally standardized data
within a given field of study; emphasis is on identifying the characteristic
patterns of relationships between the respective GRE variables and the
measure of academic performance under' consideration..

tiajorField Differences in Average Performance
on GRE Rear-Type Subtests

Table 2 show means on the GRE verbal, quantitative, and analytical
item -type part scores and the respective total scores.for examinees in the
12 major fields of study. For all except the converted OGRE scaled) verbal,
quantitative, and analytical total score means, the means indicate the
average deviation of the raw scores of examinees in a givLa field from the
mean of all examinees it the study sample without regard'to field, in
all-examinee standard deviation units.

Thus, for example, undergraduatp English major& were .622 standard
deviations above the all examinee mean on the verbal 'test (STNRAW V*
.622), .376 standard deviations below the all examinee mean on mean
quantitative ability (mean STNRAW Q* -.376), add so on. Similar
-interpretations may be made for other means in the table.

15
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Table 2

Means for Major Field Groups on Test _Variables

Or- 44o- Sort- P.- Chow Coop moth Igloo. Sew 92o1- Apt- 114o-
011109 son alai, 1St- tats! pot- sago IMP e9.

1441 Sr Soo tom Uso
ITS iti

t
Caomostire 944511 390.7 3741.2 444.7 530.1 334.1 321`.4 564.1. 511.1 532.1 337.2 Co. 3 134.3

Crovrorsod timilsoolve 512.4 559.1 407.0 510.4 109.4 07.9 700.9 7103.4 021.11 413.2 554.1 &MIA

Commorsod loalyslosl 5411.3 574. 446.0 9411.4 WM 415.9 104.1 $14.1 102. 117.3 -WA 01.4

41146111-1, .422 4102 7`,324 .152 i2* MI .347 .17,1 .311 .I*3 ....ST .073

4ns114-91 -.37* -.113 -.4111 -.245 .941 .794 .964 .970 .110 .011 -.153 -.433

MMIMFol -An .1154 .05 -.570 30 .11113 .547. .$S IM .144 -.303 6%444
C

Mayor .071 .543 -.313 -.113 AI41 0409 .197 .107 .411 .127 .34! .5I0
Aw4009P .594 .440 -.09 '4.116 AO AM MS Aliti .VA .WW --a-1' .5341

i
fentasice Corplat leas .313 .ou -.44 . ist .110 An .saa .141 Ad ..117 .134 ...)a,
floottlag Ptisisoo .127 .1115 ...OS .04 .407 .141 s.114 .191 .2114 .11* 11131 4..194

losaislary .09 .50 -.444 .17111 .972 AS7 .nz 420 .34 .124 1/4 RS 4..01

lbeiliag Omprobtaolso .431 .243 ...514 .113 .02 .524 .1111 .tOS .10 AO . -.117 -.04..
4raintltattso arias .3111 -.153 -.137. ...217 .551 .452 .924 .934 .104 .13. ...SOS .NI

-,

Gosolor Ilmb .417 -.244 - AIM .-.191 .01 .494 .177 ,..41 .135 .171 ...OS .714
bogs lasotpirotatlas -.211 ..... .101 -.491 .299 .44. .ssit a's .17$ .'154 .430 ...lin
Soolytield lososoloo -Am -.Ms -.994 -.64$ .245 .221 .504 .414 .144 .155 ...IX ...429

Logical 1Wrooslog .274 .244 -.44* .42 .05 ,135 .294 %MI. .241 .924 -AM - ...OS

11 010 (344) tar) 049 0446 047, 41911 IWI) 0o31 02191 OM (1W)

Mote: Converted V, Q, ana A ars oporatiimal GMZ-sNs;ad scout, fulAi equated ar-...o0:4 all forma administered during the year.
STWRAW V, Q, and A are within-form standardisation* af unequated r toter scores on the respective telt.. Raw total
'Korea were e-scaled by form using data for all emeeinees taking 46-.1m, iota without regard to their fields of study.

illscapt for the converted V, Q, and A sLcres, all test Acores ware -x-scaled 'o le of test rakim.using data for ail examinees
taking a fors without regard to field. Thus, the gran; mean for all ex,eluses 3.30.0 end the &tonderd deviation of .isch twit,
distribution is unity. Tbs means reported indicate the deviation of the mesa far a given major field group from thu all-
examinee mean in standard deviation units. Thus, for example- the mean of .672 for antonym* reported for English majors
indicates thic Lbtv were .672 standard deviations above the gran4 man an this variable, on the averige.
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Figure 1 highllghts differences among and within fields in performance
on the itemr-type part scores. Profiles for majors in the four humanities
and social sciences fields and in education (thought of as verbal fields)
are shown together in the left portion of the figure; those for majors in
the four math and science fields and economics (thought of as quantitative
fields), and in biology and agriculture (though% of as fields with mixed or
balanced quantitative and verbal emphases) are Shown in the right portion of
the figure.

Within-field differences 19-level of performance on the item-type tart
scores are of particular interest. For exailple, majors in the verbal fields
typically performed better on the vocabulary items (ANT and ANA) than on the
reading comp r, items (SC and RD);. they performed better on data
interpretAtion (DI) items than on. quantitative comparisons (QC) and regular
eathematics (RN) items; andokwith the exception of majors in education, they
performed at a sharply higher level on logical reasoning (LR)`Than on
analytical reasoning (AR) items.

Majors in chemistry, mathematics, engineering, and computer science
tended to exhibit an opposite pattern, with higher performance on reading
comprehtleion items than on vocabulary items, higher performance on
quantitative easparisona and regular mathematics than on data interpretation
items, and much better performance on analytical reasoning than on logical
reasoning items. nathematics majors differed from the others in this
rluater primarily by performing considerably leas well on reading passages
(RD) items O'en on sitence completion (SC) items.

Verbai part-score profiles fo-r majors in economics, biology, and
agriculture tended to parallel those for the math and science fields (better
on reading corprehension than vocabulary); on the quantitative part scores,
'their eraiies do not exhibit the extremes contrast between quantitative
comparisons, regular, mathematics, and data interpretation items
characteristic of profiles for the math and science majors. With respect to
items in the analytical test, agriculture and biology majors, like math and
science majors, performed better on analytical than logical reasoning items,.
but economics majors, like the verbal majors, had a higher logical reasoning
than analytical reasoning mean.

Another way of assessing variability in major-field performance on
item-type subtests within the respective ability measures is to examine (a)
the relative standing of the several major field groups in terms of means on
the subtests within a test and (b) the absolute differences in means for
various pairs of subtests. For example, for two parallel tests a high
degree of consistency in the ranking of field means and relatively small
absolute differences in corresponding z-scaled means would be expected; a
lower degree of consistency in field ranks combined with larger differences
in z-scaled means, on the other hand, would be expected for testa measuring
different abilities.

Table 3 shows for pairs of subtests within the respective tests, (a)
whether the ranks of the 12 major fie/da were identical or different and the
absolute difference in the ranks when differences were present and (b) the
absolute difference in 'z -score means. ' The absence of an entry in the rank
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Figure 1. Frofiles.,of mean scores on GRE item-type subteets for undergraduate majors in
the fields selected for study
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Observed Absolute Differences 10 the Ranks ofNeana of 12 Major Field

Groupe on Pair. at Iesm-type lubtasta, Sy Test, and

Associstod Absolute Difference. la 1 -snore Keane

)'

Wield Verbal
Wo-RU-

Rank *Mann
DIM Riff.

ang141. .248

Nistoiy .161

Sociology , .056

Pol. Sci. 4.0 .063

Clmalatry .093

Comp. 8c1. .077

.
Math. 001

Elec. tag. 4.0-.162

Economics .054

AgricultUre imp

Biology ".057

Education .045

Median (diff
in mean)

(.067)

Pairs of part acnrilikby teat

OM
lank Man
Mit. Dill.

1.0 .40

1.0 .096

.028

.074

.002

.044

1.0 .053

1.0 .035

.034

1.0 .001

.034

.028

Quantitative - - Analytical

QDDI
Rank Man
Dill. Miff.

1tio.D1

Mink Mama
Mi. Mt.

41-14
tank, Mean
Diff. DIff.

.092 1.0 .189 5.0 .406

.122 1.0 .218 5.0 .125

8.0 .174 (0 .146 1.0 .292

.128 .200 3.i .309

.164. 462 1.0 .150

.185 .229
.

6.0 .376

.401 1.0 .454\ 3.0 .309

- .332 1.0 .367 3.3 .253

.001 .'.035 4.0 .169

28 1.0 .199 1.0 .047

.022 .026 3.0 .097

1.0 .138 1.0' .064 1.0 .019

(.034) (.128) (.175) (.300)

Note: No entry in the rank difference coluan indicates that trio means for

the major field group on the designated pair of subte.td had identical

rank. If there was any discrepancy in rank, the entry indicates the

absolute difference between the ranks. Entries in the mean difference

column indicate differences between seAns in standard unite (absolute

differences).

Source of data: Table 2

Tabl. 3.1

Intercorrelatlens of the ks of Means on Item-type Part Scores

for 12 Maj r Field OtOup.

VO IC QC IX

VO - .888 .182 .161

RC - .406 .357

QC .986

IN
Dl
Mt
Ll

DIM Al LI

.187 .315 .897

.411 .510 .597

.999 .958 .403

.984 .958 .362

.956 .406
.481

MM.

Mot.: Retries are rank correlati:on coefficient. (rho).
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difference column indicates that the ranks of the major field gorup on the
designated pair of tests were identical. For additional perspective, Table
3.1 shows rank correlations (rho) of subtest means for the 12 major fields,
actoss as well as within tests.

o Considering the two verbal subtests, VO and RC, for-10 of the 12 fields,;
ranks of z -scaled means were identical and. the median absolute
difference" in z-scaled means was relatively small (.067). - The .rank
correlation (rho) for the 12 field means on these two variables was .888
(Table 3.1).

o For each of the three pairs of quantitative subtests, there wire
relatively minor discrepancies in rank order, with no shift of more than
one rank. For QC and RiK, ,the median absolute difference in means was
quite small (.034); however, median- differences in field scans were
greater for .both QC and DI (.128) and,RM and DI (.175). The average
rank' correlation of field means (Table 3.1) for the three pairs of
quantitative subtests approached. .99.

o For the two analytical ability subtests, AR and LR, some shifts in
ranking were found for every field, the median absolute. difference in
z-scaled means (.300) was higher than that for subtexts within the
verbal and quantitative ability measures, and the- rank correlation of
field means on AR apd LR (rho .481) was considerably lower than that
for the other pairs of subtests.

The findings regarding field means indicate the differential
development within individuals, associated with field of concentration, of
the skills and abilities being measured by different item Xypes within the
respective tests. On balance, the evidence reviewed in this section
suggests that the item -type part scores are not simply different methods of
measuring their respective constructs but that they may represent
distinguishable components of underlying general abilities 'with the
potential for independent measurement utility.'

In this connection it is important to note (a) that the degree of
consistency in major field performance differentials is greater for subtests
within the verbal and quantitative ability measures than for the two
analytical ability subtests, .(b) that the field ranks on analytical
reasoning items correspond cloesly with ranks on all three quantitative item
types (average rho of approximately .960), and (c) that field ranks on
logical reasoning items correspond closely with ranks on the two verbal
subtests (rho r .8967 for both LR-VO and LR-RC). Generally speaking, the
rank correlations in Table 3.1 indicate that, insofar as major field
performance differences are concerned, the information conveyed by. the
analytical reasoning and the quantitative subtests is similar and that
conveyed by the logical reasoning subtest and verbal subtests is also
similar.

Exploratory Evaluation of Part-Score Validity

The analyses involving part-scores on the verbal measure were guidedby

ot,
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a priori working hypotheses, based on the College Boar2 findings
cited at the outset:

1. The GRE reading comprehension (RC) subtest (based on sentence
completions and reading comprehibl.iion sets) should be more closely related
to SR-UGPA than the GRE vo_ebulary (VO) subtest (based on antonyms and
analogies).

2. The 36-item RC subtest should be comparable in validity to the total
GRE verbal test, Including the 40 VO items.

3: The mv-Aple correlation of the RC,Q*,A* battery with SR-UGPA should be
compare,' to that of the V *,Q *,A* battery.

ccasional suppression ,of VO, but not BC, variance may be expected in
'sites including RC, VO, and other GRE variables.

In the absence of comparable working hypotheses regarding the
quantitative and analytical part scores, evaluation of observed
relationships for these item types was guided by interest in (a) the
relative contribution of the respective item-type part scores within each
test to prediction of SR-UGPA, (b) the comparative validity'of total teat
scores and the component part scores, and (c) evidence suggesting the
possibility that separately scored item-type subtexts might provide a basis
for improved assessment.

The Verbal Test Part-Score Analysis

Table 4 shows pooled within-department correlations between SR-UGPA and
(a) VO and RC scores, (b) various verbal total scores, and (c) a
best-weighted combination of VO and RC scores, by field, and for all fields
combined. Validity coefficients for V* (the raw unequated total verbal
score, z-- scaled by test form) were slightly lower than those for V (the
converted, GRE-scaled operational verbal score). This outcome is expected
because V* total scores, like the respective part scores, were not equated,
across forms. In comparing part- and total-score validity, V* is judged to
be the more appropriate total, under the assumption that attenuating effects
associated with lack of equating across test forms are comparable fdor V*
and the respective part scores. , Coefficients for V, (a total defined as the
sum of equally weighted scores on , analogies, antonyms, sentence completions,
and reading sets) and V* are assumed to be comparably attenuated due to
errors associated with lack of equating across forma. This same line of
reasoning is applicable, of course, to later consideration of data on the
quantitative and analytical medsures.

The validity coefficients for the verbal measure varied by field
generally in accordance with the expectation of higher validity in the more
verbal fields than in the More quantitative fields. This was true without
regard to the particular verbal measure under consideration. However, for
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Table 4

Pooled Within-Department Correlations'of Selected Verbal

Pa and Total Scores with SR-UM%, by Field

(N) Verbal part 1 Verbal total -Difference in Validity
scores

leglith C 884)

History ( 584)

Sociology '( 364)

Font Set ( 545)

Chemistry ( 644)

Computer Set ( 647)

liethamatics ( 251)

Elec En in ( 850)

Economics ( 663)

Biology (1318)

Agriculture ( 976)

Education (1649)

All Fields (9375)

VO
r

RC
r

347 377

322 354

342 396

283 376

226 217

238 213

248 312

140 249

323 391

228 288

214 215

296 313

263 301

scores
1,,p vs

VO
V*
r

V# . V
r 17

VO, RC

R

395 395 399 399' 030

366 370 377 375 032

407 384 418 417 054

362 364.. 364 380 093

243 242. 249 248 -016

246 209 245 251 -025

292 296 321 314 064

211 201 223 253 109

391 390 404 403 068'

286 269 302 297 060

239 236 260 239 001

333 326 332 335 007

309 300 318 315 038

Note. V* is the raw total verbal score, z-scaled by form.

Vl is an equally weighted sum of four verbal, part scores.

V is the converted. GRE scaled verbal score, equated across forms.

VO,RC is a bast weighted composite of the designated part scores.
a

Entries are correlation coefficients without decimals.

22

RC vs V*
vs* vs VO,RC

018

012

011

-014

004

009

010

018

/

026 1 -005.

033 005

-020 022
I

I-.

-..,

1

-038 042

000 012

-002 011

024 000

010 002

008 006
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economics, among the more quantitative fields, the verbal test had validity
coefficients comparable to the coefficients for the English, history,
sociology, and politics1 science samples.

With respect to patterns of verbal part-score validity, the findings in
Table 4 are generally consistent with the basic working hypotheses outlined
above.

o Considering first the all-fields coefficients (equivalent to weighted
averages of coefficients for 437 departments without regard to field),
the validity for-RC is greater than that for VO (coefficients differ by
.038, as indicated in the RC vs VO difference column), and this was true
for 10 of the 12 fields. For chemistry and computer science
departments, the mean VO coefficient was higher than the mean RC
coefficient, but the mean difference was less than the average for all
departments in absolute magnitude.

o RC 'alone was about as valid as V* including the VO items. Considering
data for all departments, without regard to field, coefficients were
.301 and .309, respectively. RC was actually slightly more valid than
V* in several fields.

o However, a best-weighted composite of VO and RC did not yield much
better prediction than the V* total score, similar to the results
observed with SAT vocabulary and reading comprehension when they were
similarly treated. Largest differences in validity between the VO,RC
composite and V* occurred in three of the, four fields in which RC was
more valid than V*, and in which differences in validity between RC and
VO were greatest, namely, electrical engi,eering, mathematics, and
political science.

The data in Table 5 lend support to the working hypothesis that the
multiple correlation of an RC,Q*;A* composite with SR-UGPA should be
comparable t_40 that of a V*,Q*,A* composite.

o For all departments, without regard to field, the coefficient for
RC,Q*,A* was only .002 points less than that for V*,Q*,A*, and .005
points less than that for VO,RC,Q*,A*--that is, when VO was added to the
RC,Q*,A* battery there was little increase in the multiple correlation.
There were no notable exceptions to this general finding by field.

Table 6 provides evidence regarding
of verbal part scores, namely, VO and RC
item types, namely, analogies (antorlyma,
comprehension sets (Set 2), when included

the relative weighting of two sets
(Set 1), and the four basic verbal
sentence completions, and reading
In a battery with Q* and A*.

o The data in Set 2 indicate, among other things, (a) that, over all
departments, the relative weighting of sentence completions and reading
items (components of the RC score) was approximately equal, (b) that' one
of these two RC item -types was the highest of the four verbal item types
in all fields but one (agriculture), but (c) that the relative weighting
of the SC and RD itears, when they were allowed to compete independe-ntly,
varied across fields without regard to their verbal or quantitative
emphasis.'
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Table S

Multiple Correlation with UGPA of Quantitative,

Analyticsl,and Selected Verbal Scores, by Field

Multiple correlation
(1) (7) (3)

VO,RC.

.RC,Q*,A* gltdo V*.Q*,A*

Difference
(3-1) (3-2) (2-1)

English ( 884) 384 403 402 ' 018 -001 019

History ( 584) 362
a

382
a

374
a

012 -008 020

Sociology ( 364) 436 447 442 006 -005 011

Political Sci ( 545) 4198 4208
a

410 -0Q9 -010 001

Chemistry ( 644) 372 375 374 002 -001 003

computer Sci ( 647) 365 374 371 006 -003 009

Mathematics ( 25 412
a

412
ab

3958 -017 -017 000

Eiec Engin ( 85 )' 393 406
a

386 -007 -020 013

Ecc,nvmics ( 663) 452 458 455 003 -On 006

Biology (1318) 352 354 350 -002 -004 002

4riculture ( 976) 299 -306 306 007 000 007

EAucation (1649) 356 366 366 010 -001 001

All Fields *(9375) 361 366 363 002 -003. 005

Note; Entries are multiple correlation coefficients or differences
between designated coefficients without decimals.

VO ANT + ANA Vocabulary
RC = SC + RD Reading' Comprehension

V*, Q* and A* are raw total scores on the respective tests,
z-scaled by form.

'A variance is suppressed in this composite.

b
0 variance is suppressed in this composite,

a
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Table 6

Relative Weighting of Two Seta of Verbal Part Scores, Quantitative

and Analytical Scores in Composites for Predicting UCPA, by Field

Field (N)
Set 1

Beta weizhts (H)

Set 2

(R)
VO RC Q* A* ARA AT SC RD Q* A*

English ( 684) 166 230 061 017 (403) 104 077 168 168 04? 010 (411)
History ( 584) 159 238 089 -045 (382) 031 101 241 072 078 -039 (394
Sociol ( 364) 126 215 035 171 (447) 142- 031 056 .168 034 169 (451)
Pol Sci ( 54?) 038 256 232 -054 (420) 093 -045 108 180 230 -060 (42.5

Chem- ( 644) 064 031 279 072 ,-(375) 020 054 007 030 277 072 (376)
CS ( 647) 106 011. 274 064 (374) 059 063 -06A 065 274 059 (376),

Math ( 251) -012 237 300 -034 (412) -128 077 '209 098. 296 -016 (431)

Elec E ( 850) -147 179 320 065 (406) -089 -061 068 123 320 (406)
Econ ( 663) 099 .196 144 143 (458) 040 066 102 129 143

,066

145 (458)

Biol (1318) 050 158 187 054 (354) 028 036 033 142 189 052 (357)

Agric ( 976) 085 038 076 (306) 026 065 050 009 179 073 (309)

Educ (1649) 122 131

.48

348 048 (366) 099 040 103 053 142 048 (371)

All Fields (9375) 079 145 185 047 (366) 044 044 .079 090 185 047 (366)

Note. Entries are standard partial regression (beta) weights and multiple correlation coefficients
without decimals.

VO - ANT + ANA ii. Vocabulary: RC - se + RD is Reading Comprehension

Q* and A* are raw total test scores, z-scaled by form;

Negative weights reflect suppression of variance; zero-order coefficients are positive.

Underscored weights are estimated to be significant at the .05 level,-
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Suppressor effect*, indicated by negative regression weights for
predictors that are positively correlated with a criterion, were present
fortV0 and/or VO component item types in analyses for mathematics,
engineering, and politikel science departments, consistent with the
hypothesis of occasional suppressor effects for vocabulary items; in one
analysis (computer science departmentm), the sentence completion subtext
was negatively weighted, contrary to hypothesis.

o The Set I and Set 2 multiple correlations are Identical in the analysis
over all departments and are almost so in the I.Jpective field analyses.

The analyses reviewed above indicate differedtea in the cricerion-
related validity ,of the VO and Relubtests favoring die VC subtest, which
appears to be carrying most of the-lredictive validity load in the total
verbal score when the criterion is SR PA.

The Quantit2tive Test Part-Score Analysis

Table 7 provides data on.the'relationship of thelkhret quantitative
item-type part scores to SR-UGPA. The correlations of three quantitative
total scores, namely; Q*, Q#,- and Q, with the 'same criterion are also
shown. As *xpected, the validity coefficients for the various .quantitative
total scores are higher for the matt? and science and economics departments
than for the other, less quantitative fields; however the higher validity
or quantitative scores for political science departments than for other
verbal' departments was got expected.

In the absence of an a priori basis ,for expecting particular patterns
of differential validity for the respective item types, perhaps the most
relevant general consideration to, be kept. "in mind is that the three
quantitative subtexts differ in length. QC includes. 30 quantitative
comparison items, KM includes 20 regular mathematics items, and DI includes
10 data interpretation items. Thus, we would expect' validity
coefficients to vary with test length if the three item-types are actually
homogeneous with irespect to the abilities they tap.

For all departments, the validity patterns for QC, RN, and DI followed
the variation-according-to-length hypothesis, and tNis was true for
several of the "fteld anaglysea as Well. However, ther4,were exceptions.
For e'xample, RH validities were somewhat. higher than those for QC in
several fieldi, most notably so in mathematics;' DI validities comparable
to those for QC were obtained in analyses for agriculture, English, and
sociology (which are among the fields in which students performed better
on the DI subtest than on the QC sod RH oubtests--see Figure 1).

o A composite of the separately weighted ,part scores did not result in
'better prediction than that provided by Q*, based on.the analysis over
all departments. Only in the analysis for, mathematics departments, in
which the regular mathematics itomps had uniquely high validity, was
there a notable exception to the foregoing generalization. The contefit

26
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Table 7

Pooled Within-Department Correlations of Quantitative Part

and Various Total Scores with UGPA, by Field
*

(N) Quantitative part Quantitative total
scores scam)

ti

QC

r

RH

r

DI

r

Q*

r

Q# 'Q

....,11,
QC,RK,

DI

English ( 884) ;,09 209 192 238 241 246 245

History ( 584) 1 6 203
a

126 212 205 225 224

Sociology ( 364) 226 259 216 285 293 ' 310 286

Polit Sci ( 545) 353 269 216. 353 335 362 362

Chemistry ( 644) 330 305 203 3i& 340 371 366

Computer Sci ( 647) 285 293 258 350 349 356 350

Mathematics ( 251) 294 366 210 356 340 378 382

Elec Engin ( 850) 346 290 212 378 356 397 380

Economics ( 663) 307 283 212 - 348 339 358 348

Biology (1318) 268 246 182 296 287 310 298

Agriculture ( 976) 216 234 217 276 280 306 278

Educ (1649). 285 243 19. 302 292 302 304

All Fields (9375) 274 257 201 308 300 320 308

Note. Q* is the raw total quantitative score, z-scaled by form,

0 is 4n equalky weieted sum of quantitative part scores.
_ , _ _

Q is the converted quantitative score, equated across forms.

Entries are correlation zoefficlente without decimals.
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of the 9sgular mathematics items may overlap more with the content of
the major field for mathematics majors than for majors in the other
fields. If so, this Would help 'to explain the trong predictive
vralidity, of these items and would be consistent,with findings of.
previous research indicating characteristically hig 'r validity for the
GRE subject (Advanced) Tests than for the General (Aptitude) Test fsee,
for example, Willingham, 1974; Wilson, 1979; 1982).

TEle 8 provides insight into the relative weighting of QC, WW, and DI
when the three part scores-were included in a battery with A* and V*. The

01' difference in multiple correlation between the QC,RM,DI,A*',V* composite and
the Q*,A*,V* composts) is also shown. The predictive load, relative. to the
SR-UGPA criterion, in the quantitative test is being borne prilarily by the
QC and RM items, judging from the findings in Table 8.

DI contributed only slightly to prediction, generally, and attained
statistical significance only in the analyses for computer scions and
agricultuNe departments; suppression effects sere -found for DI in
analyses fbr two verbal fields (history and political science) and
mathematics. In a'stepwisA regression program, QC, R14, and DI were
entered as. a set followed 4uentiallr by the Introduction of A*, then
V. In the three analyses showing DI suppression (and in all other
analyses), the weight for DI was positive in the initial quantitative
set. The DI weight became -negative only after the introduction of the
final variable (V*) in analyses for, history and political science, but
after the introduct16 of A* in the mmthers analysis.

o Separate treatment of QC, RN, and DI part scores to a battery with A*
and V* did not lead to better prediction than that provided by Q*,A*,V*
(see differenze column in Table 8).

The Analytical Test Part-Score Analysis

The analytical abiiity measure introduced in October 1981 is a revised
version of the analytical measure introduced when the GRE General Test was
restructured in 1977. There is empirical evidence regarding the validity of

the October 1977 analytical measure for predidting graduate school
performance (for example, Wilson, 1982), but evidence regarding the October
1981 version is more limited. Evidence of positive relationships between
SR-UGPA and analytical reasoning and. logical reasoning items, respectively,
was reported by Wild, Swinton, and Wallaark (1982) in studies leading to
the revision of the 1977 measure. In those studies, logical reasoning items
were found to be more closely related to SR -CPA than analytical reasoning
items in samples that were not differentiated with respect to field.

analyses` reported in this sertiett-prey ide e-vi 4emoe-ragarding the

relationship of the various analytical ability total scores (A*, A#, and A)
and the component analytical ability item types, namely, analytical
reasoning (AR) and logical reasoning (IA), to SR-UGPA in samples classified
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:Fable 8

0

Relative Weighting of Quantitative Item -Type Part Scores in a Composite with A* and V*

Field (N) I1etawehtt; QC,RMIDI Increase
QC RM DI A* V* A*,V* over

(R) Q*,A*,V*

English

History

Sociology

Polit Sci

Chemistry

Computer Sci

Mathematics

Elec Engin

Economics

,1D

Biology ,

Agriculture

Education

All fields

( 884) -004 045 054 018 355 404 003

( 584) 053 096 -033 -040 347 380 006

( 364) -037 058 013 182 301 444 002

( 545) 223 050 -007 -041 253 416 006

( 644) 184 132 028 074 077 381 007 1

iv
( 647) 416 126 100 061 101 370 000

.C.

( 251) 094 265 -004 -021 191 418 023

( 850) 219 124 047 082 030 389 , 003

( 663) .091 068 002 159 260 454 000

(1318) 126 089 008 063 380 352 002

( 976) 042 095 087 073 114 308 002

(1649) 117 049 002 052 226 368 .002

(9375) 107 089 025 053 197 364 001

Note. Entries are standard partial regression (beta) weights or multiple correlation
coefficients without decimals.

Underscored weights are estimated to be statistically significant (p4 .05).
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by field of study. In evaluating the observed correlations, in Table, 9, it
is important to keep in mind that total scores on the 50-item analytical
measure are more heavily influenced by performance on the 38 analytical
reasoning items than by performance on the 12 logical reasoning items.

Generally ipeaking, typical validity coefficients for the various
analytical total scores tend to be somewhit higher in the primarily
quantitative fields_Aexcept mathematics) than in the verbal fields (except
sociology). -"However, the AR and LR subtests do not hive similar patterns of
validity coefficients across.verbal and quantitative fields.

In this regard, peOaps the most striking aspect of the ,part-score
validity data in Table 9 is the strong contribution to prediction of
Sk-UGPA, relatiVe to that of the 38-item AR subtest, of the LR subtest based
on only 12 logical rt. 'coning-item.

o For all departments, the validity of the LR subtest was .225 as compared
to .229 for the for AR subtest.

o In seven analyses, the validity coefficient for LR was approximately
equal to or greater than that for AR.

o In three analyses (for history, political science, and education
departments), the LR subtest validity coefficient was greater than that
for the A* total (which included the AR items).

AR validities tended to be somewhat higher for the basically
quantitative fields trim', for the basically verbal fields; for LR,
validity coefficients tended to Show ati")9pposite pattern.

The relative weighting of AR and LR in an independently computed
composite and their weighting in a ,composite with V* and Q* are shown in
Table 10.

O When AR and LR were treated as predictors, AR weights were somewhat
higher than those for LR in composites for the chemistry, computer
science, mathematics, electrical.engimering, biology, and agriculture
analyses.

O Lk weights were somewhat higher than AR weights in analyses fors, history
eand political science (among the more verbal fields), for economics

alone among the more quantitative fields, and for education.
a

Although, when considered jointly as an independent battery, weights
for both AR and LR reached the .05 level of statistical significance in most
of the analyses, neither AR nor LR made a consistent, substantial
contribution to prediction when treated as elements in a battery that
r.cludcd the V* and Q* total scores (cf. results in Table 6 for verbal
suhtests combined with A* and Q* and in Table 8 for, quantitative subtexts
combined with V* and A*).

o pnly the bets weight for LR was significant in the overall departmental
analysis, and its contribution to prediction was relatively slight (beta

.058 as compared to approximately .190 and .185 for V* and Q*).
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Table 9

Pooled Within-Department Correlations of Analytical Part

Scores and Various Total Scores with UGFA, By Field

Field (N) Analytical part
scores

Analytical total
scores

AR

r
. LR

r
A*

r
A#

r
A

r
AR, LR

K

7.nglish ( 884) 202 200 236 248 239 243

Riatory ( 584) 146 239 195 233 205 249

Sociology ( 364) 314 300 360 376 375 372

Po3it Sci ( 545) 162 269 229 272 232 278

Chemistry ( 644)- 255 175 275 262 282 270

Comput2r Sci ( 647) 224 221 259 267 256 266

Mathematics ( 251) 218 214 239 250 2:11 263

Elec Engin ( 83)) 264 199 282 273 292 287

Economics ( 663) 301 335 358 386 361 388

Biology (1318) 224 179 244 242 251 250

Agriculture ( 976) 220 184 240 238 255 246

Education (1649) 214 256 242 296 279 297

All Fields (9175) 229 225 264 274 270 275

Note. A* is the raw total analytical score, 2-scaled by fora.

A# is an equally weighted sum of the analytical part scores.

A is the converted analytical score, equated across forms.

AR,LR is a best weighted composite of the designated-part scores..

Entries are correlation coefficients without decimals.



Field

Table 10

Relative Contribution of AK and LR to Prediction of SRIUGPA in an Independent

Compogite and in a Opposite IncluJing Q* and A*

Multiple

(N) Beta weights correlation

English ( 86,

History ( 584)

Sociology ( 364)

Polit Sci ( 545)

'Chemistry' ( 644)

Computsr Sci ( 647)

Mathematics ( 251)

Elec Engin ( 850)

Iconomics '( 663)

Biology (1318)

Agriculture ( 976)

Education ;1649)

All Fields (9375)

AR LR

148 145

074 214

241 214

078 242

221 . 094

160 157

163 158

221 119

209 261

185 116

176 119

161 197

Beta weights

Multiple
correlation,

(R) AR LR Q* V* R (R)

(243) 012 013 070 353 (401)

(249) -063 071 097 319 (361)

(372) . 133 107 031 284 (444)

(278) -102 088 248 231 (422)

(270) 069 -903 283 089 (374)

(266) L402 092 289 083 (376)

(263) -010 . 024 288 175 (395).

(287) 065' 042 314 024 (387)

(388) 094 ,127 147 2"j0 (461)

(250) 044 039 191 173 (351)

(246) 054 047 178 103 (307)

(297) 008 080 154 206 (370)

(275) 022 058 190 185 (365)

Note. Decimal points have been omitted from all coefficients. Underscoring indicates estimated

st, istical significance at the p 4 .05 level.
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o Suppression effects were, found for AR in four departmental analyses and
for. 1& in one; in the samples involved, AR or LR criterion-related
variance was more than sufficiently represented in the verbal and/or
quantitative total scores.

o Weights for both AR and I¢t were statistically significant in only two
field. analyses (sociology and economics) and LR was significant in a
third (education).

The data in Table 10 suggest that the analytical test, as currently
defined by the 38 AR and 12 LR items, isInot providing very much unique,
SR-UGPA-related information. This conclusion is reinforced by the data in
Table 11, which permit comparison of multiple correlations with SR.TUGPA of
V*Q* only and those yielded by adding Alk and AR and LR, respectXvely.
Increments in R dui to adding analyticar'test scores to V* and Q* typically
were quite'suall. In evaluating this finding, it is useful to know that
V*Q* alone ylilded 'a higher multiple correlation with SR -UGPA than either
A *V* or A *Q* in 9 of the 12 field analyses and in the total simple.

Understanding of these findings is advanced by reference to Table 12
and Table 12.1. In Table..12 it may be seen that LR is more closely related
to a verbal subtest (RC) than to LR. Fran Table 12:1 it say be dete-mined
that the average within-test intercorrelations of verbal subtests (.503) and
quantitative subtests (.476) are greater than that observed for the two
analytical ability subtests (.360); moreover, the correlation of Lk with
three of the four verbal subtests is higher than that of AR with these
subtests while the correlation of AR with each quantitative subtest is

higher than that of LR with these subtests. Intercorrelations corrected for
errors of measurement shown in Table .12.1 (below the diagonal) lead to
similar conclusions. In essence, AR items tend to have more in common with
quantitative items than With LR items, while LR items have more common
variance with verbal items than with AR itemm.

kerbal, Quantitative, and Analytical Part Scores
is a battery

Table 13 shows major findings of an analysis of the regression of
Sit -UGPA on seven item -type part scores, namely, VO, RC, QC, RH, D1, AR, and
LR. Standard partial regression (beta) weights are "shown for variables
selected by stepwise regression as contributing at least .001 to R-squared.

o The consistent significant contribution to prediction of the t and/or
VO wubtesti is noteworthy; both are significant in four analyses, RC
only is significant in five, and VO only in three (though acting as a
suppressor in 'one).

o The part score that appears to be contributing least to the battery is
data interpretation (Dl). However, the score for this subtest met the
statistical significance criterion in the computer science and

agriculture analyses.
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Table 11

Incremental Contribution of the Analytical Heasnre (A*) in

Part-Score and Total-Score Form to Prediction of SR -tTGPA

After Taking V* and Q* into Account, by Field

$ee
Field

(W) Composite predictor Difference in R

t
(1) (2) (3)

V*9(/* V*A*. V*Or (2-1) (3-1)
At. ARASL

(R) CR) (R)

English (884) 401 401 401 000 000

`History 374
c

( 584) 374 381a 000 007
4

Sociology (-364) 420 442 444 020 024

Polit Sci ( 545) 408 ,4100 422
a
, 002 014

'Chemistry ( 644) 374370 174 004 004.

Computer ci ( 647) 368 371

. 374k

3765 003 008

Mathematics ( 251) 395 395c 395a poo 000
F

Elec Engin ( 850)

( 663)

381 . 386 3o7 005 006

Economics 439 -455 461 016 022

Biology (1318) 346 '350 351 004 005

Agriculture ( 976) 300 306 307 006 007

EdJcati-on ,, (1649) 364 366 370 002 006

All Fiel4s/ (9375) 361 363 365 002 004
,-----

Noto/
!

Entries are correlation coefficients without decimals.'-
)aAR negatively weighted

b
ER negatively weighted

c
A* negatively weighted



Table 12

intercorrelations of Analytical Test Part Scores, and their Correlations

with Selected Verbal and Quantitative Test Part Scores, by Field

Field (0) .AR score vs
12 score

AR score vs
RC QC

LR score vs
IC QC

English ( 884) , 373 444 301 449 326

History ( 584)- 337 404 az 472 321

Sociology ( 364) 341 401 502 442 276

Folit Sci ( 545) 352 436 476 468 404

Chemistry ( 644) 369 415 436 467 295

Compitsr Sc! ( 647) 404 416 422 483 22'I

Mathematics ( 251) 346. 382 437 512 290
Elite Engin ( 850) 363 407 451 484 346
Economics ( 663) 358 387 461 508 366

Biology (1318), 409 408 m 238
Agriculture ( 976) 368 451 478 488 321

Education (1649) 366 469 557 507 r 372

All Fields (9375) 360 . 429 475 469 318

1 Note: Entries are correlation coefficients without decimals.

The higher coefficient in a given comparison is underscored.

Table 12.1

Pooled Within-Department Intercorrelations of

Item-Type Part Scores: Total Semple

ANT l'

ANA
SC
RD

QC

RN
DI

AR
LR

ANT

--

843
711

608.

433
343
336

441

514

ANA

528

784

650

372
400
359

441

549

SC

493
509

749

485
378
388

407
593

RD

486
486
519
--

450
415
456

510
615

il4C

277
337

336
360

-..

707
635

594
459

RM

266
290

274
322

548
--

651

628
462

DI

233
260'

267
316

440
442

600
440

1

AR

282
335
332
408

475
487
415

519

.1.R

356

371

394

426

318
310
264

360
0.1110

Note: values above the diagonal era observed correlations; those
below are corrected for errors of measurement by use of the
formula r

ab bb'
reliabilities are estimated roughly.am

Entries are correlation coefficients without decimals.

05.



Table 13

Beta Weights for S,'bsets of Trent -Type Part Scores Selected by Stepwise

Regression According to a Contribution to.R
.2

Criterion, By Field-

Field VO
Part score beta weights
RC QC RM DI AR

English 17 23 04 05
History 15 22 04 09 -08
Sociology 12 21 06 11
Political Science 26 .22 04 -10
ALL VERBAL 12 23 05 06

7--

Chemistry 08 19 14 08
Computer Science 09 13 13 10
Mathematics 22 08 26
Electrical Engin -14 19 22 13 04 06
Economics 09 18 08 07 09

QUANTITATIVE 12 15 13 04 05
V

Biology 05 17 13 09° 05
Agiiculture 10 05 ID 09 06
ALL BALANCED 06 11 09 09 '04 05

Education 11 12 li 06

ALL FIELDS 07 -.14 12 10

LR

06.
10
Are

#1

09

12
06

05
04

08

06'

Selected
Set 00,

406
392

451
437
(404)

381
377

434
409
463
(391)

356
309

(332)

373

(367)

37*,(1*,A*
CB)

4028
374a
442::
410.,
(39e")

374
b

37116
195b

ab

386
abc455'.1,.

387

350.s.
ab

3061%
(330')

366ab

( 36 3 abc)

( 884)

( 584)
( 364),
( 545)-
(2377)

( 644)
( 647)'

( 251)
"( 850)

( 663)
(3055)

(1316)
(.976)

(2294)

(1649)

(9375)

Note. Entries are regression and correlation coefficients without decimals. The
regression coefficients tabled are for part scores contribiting aeleast
.001 to R-squared; underscored coefficients also met a .05 statistical
significance criterion.

aV* significant, .05; bQ* significant, .05; cA* significant, .05
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o The regular mathematics subscore "contributed at least .001 to &- squared
in every analysis and is the only part score for which this was true.

o AR and/or LR were selected as part of the most efficient part-score
battery in 10 of the 12 field analyses (though with AR variance
suppressed in two). '

Generally' speaking, the best. weighted composites of selected part
scores yielded somewhat higher multiple correlations with SR.-UM than the
three total teat scores; no corrections for shrinkage have been made,
however. In evaluating the findings' in TAble 13, it is important to note
that the subtests involved are of differing lengths and reliabilities, that
the analysis did not attempt tc adjust for these motors, and that, given
moderately intercorrelated predictors such

to
those involved in the

Analysis, regression weights are sensitive to relatively small changes to
validity.

Comparability of Regression Results for Unequated
and Equated Total Scores

The preceding analyses were based plimarily on test,scorei,that were
not equated acmes test forms. To what extent do patterns of findings based
on unequated score data provide a basis for projecting results that might be
obtained if equated part and total scores were to be employed? Table 14'
presents findings bearing on the comparability of regression results for
unequated (V*,Q*,A*) and equated (V,Q,A) total scores on the respective
tests.

While there are differences in detail in the results of the parallel
analyses, the relative weighting of the verbal, quantitative, and analytical
scores, and the relative magnitudes of the multiple correlation
coefficients, by field, are essentially the same for the two analyses. It

seems reasoeableto infer that comparable results might be expected for
parallel analyses involving equated and unequated part scores (see Appendix
B).

From Table 14 it may be determined that the multiple correlations for
the V *,Q *,A# composites are somewhat lower than those for the V,Q,A.
composites due, it is assumed, to error associated with lack of equating for
V*, -011,*, and At across forma.

Summary of Trends in Findings

Major trends in the findings bearing on the predictive and/or construct
validity of item-type part scores are summarized below, by test.

With respect to the verbal abilitymeasuie--

o Althought there are some exceptions, by field, reading comprehension
items (SC + RD) tend to be more valid than Vocabulary items (ANT + ANA)
and the same tends to be true of the RC and VO component item types.

o RC, and VO item types appear to be contributing to the prediction.ol
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Table 14

Comparisons of Regression Results for Unequated Raw Total Scores

. English

History,

::Sociology

Polit SCi

(V*, Q*, A*) and 'GRE Scaled Scores (V, Q, A), by Fiild

C 884)

( 584)

( 364)

( 545)

Chemistry

Computer Sci

Mathematics

Elec Engin

Biology

.Agriculture

Education

All Fields

(1)44)

( 647)

( 251)

( 850)

( 663).

(1318)

( 976)

(1649)

Unequated Scores.
Beta Wbights .

V*

, 353

345

296

256

080

103

193

030

258

178

112

226

(9375) 196

(R)

Equated Scorei
Beta Weights

(R)
41141,-,

Q* . V Q A

066 026 (402) 354 075 1325 (407)

097 -035 - (374) 353 115 -041 (348)

025 189 (442) 294 061 184 (459)

242 -044 (410) 253 256 7-047 ,(417)

281 073 (374) 085 294 074' (389)

276 060 (371) 108 287 .051 (377)

296 -024 (396) 217 308 -022 (425)

317 081 (386) 040 336 075 (405).

147 153 (455) 272 159 143 (468)

191 062 (350) 195 204 058 (370)

177 074 (306)' 125 206 066 (335)

149 050 (366) 224 1 9 056 (367)

187. 052 ( 363) 204 201 049 (377) S

Note:: Entries are standard partial regression (beta) weights or multiple
correlation coefficicrits without decimals.

\

V*, Q*, A* are raw unequated total scores, z-scaled by form.
.V, Q, A are GRE scaledscores, fully 'across forms.
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academic performance in fields that vary widely in apparent verbal
emphasis.

o Majors is verbal, fields-tend to'verform better on VO than on
majors in quantitative fielda tend to perform better on RC than VO (with
the anomalous eaception of mathematics (see Figure 1 and related
discussion). . .

With respect to the quantitative ability remount --'

o Data interpretation (DI) item. appeat to be contribitting.only'sleghtl
to overall pridictive validity.

o Regular mathematics (RM) items may be particularly predictive, of
performance in mathemaeics--(hypothstically, because of a greater degiee
of overlap between test content and curricular content for mathematica
majors than for others).

o, Both RH and quantitative comparisons (QC) items ,appear to Ale4
contributing to prediction, though not necessarily equally so, in field"
that differ widely in apparent quantitative emphasis.

-;
'o Majors "in verbal Veld,. (for example, history, English, polloitiai

sciwce) tend to perform much better on DI items titan on other
quantitative item types, while the opposite is true for majors in math
and science fields (for example*, engineering, chemistry, computer
science, mathematics).

140
Jen.

with respect to the analytical ability measure--

o Based on their telativqcontribution to prediction of SR -UGPA, logical
reasoning (LR) itemspear to be underrepresented and analytical
reasoning (AR) items overrepresented in the current 12-item to 38-item,
LR to AR, ratio in the analytical ability, measure. The *hotter LR
subteet appears to be as valid as the longer AR subtest.

o Analytical reasoning itehs behave more like quantitative ability items
while logical reasoning _items behave more like verbal ability.
items - -they-they may prove to be useful extensions of the two basic ability'
measures.

o Majors in verbal fields. perform better on LR than on AR, while the
opposite is true for majors in quantitative fields; ranks of.fields in
terms of mean total analytical ability, score differ considerably from
ranks based on AR and LR means, and ranks based on AR means differ from
'ranks based on LR mean).-

Discussion

Findings regarding the "ORE vocabulary and reading comprehension
subtexts tend to confirm and extend findings based on parallel subtexts of

39.
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the SAT verbaf measure): 'Neve resililts, mblned with results of tactor
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A.17.

A

of vaLidity for item-type part scores on the quantitative and analytical
ability* orsuree. However, reemit
scores re measuring ewhat di
analyt reasoning ability. ' ba
coef4tats for quantitative aubt

or

geated that the respective pert
t aspects of quantita!lve. and
n observed patterns of validity.

rage *core*. forr-edifferent
, he' components of quantitative being measured by the data

apretativl items appeav to be different from those being measured by QC
ana R.M. , This is consistent with the-resnits of a.factor analysis cif 4411.
seta; of ttems from the 1977 GRE Aptitude Teat (Posers & Swinton, 19 4 1 in
which .DI 'item bets helped to define a Various focter called data
interpretation and technical comprehension" along with 'tees from technical
reading passages and items from the 1977 verslcs of ttie analytical ability
measure that seemed eimllar to the technicaLdeading pasSages in content
and style. In a factor analysis (Rock, Wertmoi & Crand-y, '1982) that
,dieecolved intercorrelatiqes of iiem-type Nest scores Iniralleling those
employed in 'thie stoclry the leading of. the DI. items on the -quantitative
factor was less than ttke 4aadings for QC and KM items.\

The uniquely high predictive val/licy of regular mathematics iteme Apr
mathematics majors, and evidence of differential validity for QC and RM
itemf acrRsu' fields,.: suggest the potential for iMproved_ assessment in
separate consideration of the quantitative item types.

e

With respect to the analytical ability measure, perhaps the most
iotriguing aspect pi the findings-that have been reviewed is(e) the rather
e Oaprsistent indication that R' items tend to exhibit "quantitative"
characteristics -while LR items,tend to exhibit, "verbal" characteri'atics,
and (h) that lettems may tend to be more Valial than AR items. Powers and
winton (1981) found that logical reasoning items included in -the 1977
version of the analytical ability measure were highly related to a reading
4-omprehenaion factor. And, with regard to the comparative validity of the
II.: arid AR item types, Wild, Swinton, and Wallmark (1982, Table 22) reported
that subtest'containing a 74 percent to 26 percent mix of 19 analytical
and ,logical 'reasoning items was less closely related to SR-UCVA than a
suhtest of the same length than included only logical reasoning iteme (for

r .204 for the AR/LR combination vs SR-UCPA as compared to r
for a 19-litem subtest including only logical reasoning items).

,ailAning these two item types in a single score would appear blunt
their predictive effectiveness (see Table 9 and related discussion);
moreover, the findings raise questions regarding the desirability of
in4-10ding more AK than LR items in The analytical ability measure 'since the
100cal reasoning items appear tt. have greater criterion-related validity
tt4a1 the analytical reasoning items.

:he results that have been reviewed point up the value of evidence
regdrding the criterion-related validity of item types within the more

40
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general verbal, quantitative, find analytical ability measures. Such
evidence could bu helpful (a) six a factor to be corsidered in determining
the mix of items in a given ability measurefor example, in decisions
regarding the proportional. mix of existing item types or decisions to add or
eliminate particular item types and (b) i assessments of construct
validity--for example, as supplementary to the-findings of factor analysis.
,Using data available in GRE files it would be feasible to develop, and
update periodically, basic correlational results for all fields based on
pooled departmental data for samples of enrolled undergraduates.* #

Si*

*Previous studies employing, SR-UGPA as an external academic criterion (for
example, Miller & Wild, 1979; Wild, Swinton, & Wallmark, 1982; Goodison &
Wild, 1982) have been based on total correlation matrices (that is,
test-UGPA correlations were computed for samples that were heterogeneous
with respect to undergraduate department, even though homogeneous with
respect to, say, broad graduate major areas). The direction and extent of
covariation among mains of departments on the GRE and SR-UGPA variables
are not predictable --- differences in mean SR-UGPA by department cannot be
assumed to reflect differences in level of undergraduate performance.
Accordingly, the interpretation of analyses based on total correlation
matrices is complicated by the fact that such matrices include the
theoretically unpredictable among-means *covariances as well as the
within-department covariances (see Appendic C).
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Appendix A

Supplementary Data on GRE Part Scores

Six forms of the, GRE General Test were administered between uctober
1981 and September 1982. Table A shows (a) the number of examinees in the
ample taking each form and -their' distribution by sex and (b) means and
standard deviations of scores'on selected test variables, namely, the
verbal, quantitative, and analytical scaled mores, equated across foraso
and the raw scor,:a on the various item-type subtests. The latter *re not
equated across forms, and the average difficulty level of the items making
up each subtext may eery within tests for a given form as well as across
tests.

Based on the CAE scaled total scores, examinees who took forma used in
the ttrst three administrations were somewhat more able than those who took
tne three forms (used in the last two administrations. Males constituted a
majori ty of examinees taking certain forms, while feasiles constituted a
majority of ex.judnees taking other forms (for example, in April and June).
A majority of all members of the study sample were female.

It may be determined that the part -scare means do not covary
consistently with the scaled total score means, although a tendency toward

covariation across forms between raw part Scores and total scaled
scores is discernible. Data not tabled indicated that the raw total scores
on the respective tests covaried closely with the total scaled scores.

In 4-scaling all raw scores by test using means and standard
deviations for all examines taking each form regardless of administration
(Litc, it was assumed (a) that there would be attenuating effects on the

o! the i-scaled scores to Sk-UGPA associated with lack of
,quAting, but (b) that those ettects would be random with respect to item
tpes acrwis forms, and thus c) that the relative weighting of particular
ttvm types would not be influenced by any systematic biasing effect.
r.vidence suggesting that these assumptions were generally valid Is provided
in Appendix 8.
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Table A. Means and Standard Deviations of Raw Part and Converted Totai Scores for Selected GRE

General Test Takers During 1981-A2, by Test form and Administration .Dates

Form

Males
Females
Total*

Admins

V40141141

410/114W4S
UMW'
11441.004
O 110140
ROC40.
00. CORP
CU441. C
O M, 4T.
0414 141
VAIL 11
ECG. 4
Cat +V
G111.4
641..1

YAM I 4011

441.01.1143
fifte1CG,

S10.1404
OR40iNG
RUCRO:
O 0. 0044
0U441. C
REG. 41.
D14 101
1444. 4.
Eta..

11
Gat Q
641111

3DCR1

1584
1497

3103

3D R2

1314
1295.
2613

3DGR3

449
392
846

Oct.-nec -Ott-Dec-Feb Ocb-Feb

41E44

12.1119
104140
%elle

/01.11/44

13.1124
21.4914
11.14146
13.0921
1.41110

21.0201
1.0104

110.110,
11114,64241

11t.404131

0/6041411

4.6313
3.1141
2.7411
1.11111
444.140
1.0039
*.41,04
3.16441
1.0710
6.2114
a.1409

114.2044
104.170411
1011.11311

111.1312
80.904111.

%O M,

21 ,9414

21.4211
*Iowan
4.72.1
14.0122
0.1104?

117.2441
119041111
241.14119

SIGE/1110111

2.91:4
2.4411
2.5341
11.011/1

3.004
9.0210
3.'641
3.020
1.1147
2.4439

111.4104
122.41'4
121.412T

11010

12.9241
11.3401
10.2444
14.0009
2S.11,1
24.4315
21.4197
14.2194
4.1791
22.2624'

7.41144
514.14,4
403.1431
50.14501

0161141111

3.4434
1.0411
1.3031
3.74310
5.431?
3.1170
4.1744
1.101,4
2.7.42
sows
2.3140

1170.4411
114.31110
110.5141

*Includes individuals not Identifiable by sex
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3FCR.1

Q21

1116
2055

Ayr

MAO

10.0104
11.1(0*
ewf2409
17.3111
21,0110112

11.2411
tOw$1144
12.4244
4.4529
21.4144
0.1106

449.2143
sso.1414
1,11.1100

$ IC0410t

.411,1

1.070
1.7440

3.1445
4.631
4.11160
3.0144
0.1141
2.,I40

112.0114
103.4344
1210342*

K-3F' GR3

170

206
378

&or

11.4411
10.4092
40.4405
11.4015
ZZ.4914
ankaast
10.1944
14.1441
3.4530

21.41101
6.0130

1434.541111

110034111
540.010/

110014141

1.'041
3.04/,
1.5410
1.41.41

4.4401
4.0115
1.0040
2.1440
1.11liir"
2.401?

104.0144
1130110
111.9257

3EGR2

,150
209
360

Ante

1444

11.111011
9.4111,

16,74111
00.030
34.44144
22.$7t1
12.0001

9.9020
00.9210-

7.11141
141'4.3 009

341.57/4
336.0412

ilf.1140

1.1212
2.1119
2.1140
1.4064
1.4411
0.110.
0.0404
1.0044
1.4104
0.4944
20,11

1.101421
110.09,0
12000,9

All Forms

4588
4715
9375

Total

1111111111

12.094
10.47)4
'491084
10.9321
2I01914
24.3540
21.447/2
13.1411
0.00TO

MOW.
1013

317.4744
571.1723
%TAM

$11101
11.4411
11.1111
3.8114
4.0)44
4. 41 g 9
1.4431
4.1001
D. /449

0,5,42
1.011

113.1011
iir.10,2
1413.8114,
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Appendix B

Comparability or Part-Score Validity Profiles for Single Form
and Multiple Form Unequated Score Samplew

Regression analyses using unequated total verbal, quaatitetive, send
.analytical scores from six different-forme"of the General Test and analysts
employing the three GE scaled total scores, respectively yielded entirely
comparable results (wee text, Table If, add related discuesioa). The
relative weighting of the three total scores was consistent across analyses.
As expected, the level of correlation was higher for the equated total
scores than for the unequated total scores, due. it is assumed, to errors
.associated with lack of equating across test forma.

Parallel analyses employing equatee and unequated part scores were not
tcasiible. However, intercorrelation metricee were generated for examinees
taking Al'single form of the test. The 'pattern of correlations of part
scores with SR-VGPA in this sample may be compared with that for examinees
taking several forms, with unequated scores, by reference to Figure b-I.

The part-score correlational profiles for the single-form and
mu;L,ple-torm samples are quite similar, but the level of test-criterion
currelations tends to be higher in the single-form sample than in the
multiple-Corm sample. These results suggest strongly that conclusions
regarding the relative rtterion- related validity ,o1 various item-type part
scores, based on the findings of the present study employing unequated
.w4,res, would be applicable for equated part scores.
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Appendix C

Factors Involved in the Use of Total vs Pooled Within-Group
Correlations in Validation Research

All regreesion analyses in this study employed pooled within-department
correlation matrices. All variables were z-scaled within each department
before, pooling. Other research employing the self-reported UGPA as an
academic criterion (for example, Miller 6 Wild, 1979; Wild, Swinton, &
Walleark, 1982; Goodison & Wild, 1982) has used total correlation matrices
in which coefficients were based on data for all. individuals in*
departmentally heterogeneous samplea.

Such total sample correlations are difficult to interpret because it
cannot be assumed that differences in mean GPA across several departments
represent substantive differences in achievement--the nature of the among
means'correlation between GRE scores and CPA across several departments is
theoretically unpredictable since it is influenced by :9xbitrary differences
in grading standards among departments.

Exhibit C.1 provides scatterplots of GRE verbal (or gtIptitative) mean
and first-year graduate GPA means for samples of.studias from graduate
departments that participated in a study of the 1977 restructured. GRE
General Test (Wilson, 1982),

o Overall, the scatterplot of GRE quantitative and GPA means for
chemistry, computer, science, economics, and mathematics departments
(upper portion of the_ exhibit) suggests a lOw positive correlation' among
departmental means.

..L

o In the lower portion of the exhibit, it may be seen that,-among edu-
cation departments, there'is a clear tendency for mean graduate GPA to
vary inversely with mean GRE score, while, for the English departments, -

the scatter of means suggests a generally positive, curvilinear
relationship.

The trend's illustrated in the exhibit are consis*ent with the
proposition that neither the degree not the direction of colfaration between
departmental GRE and CFA means can be assumed to folio* a predictable
pattern. Moreover, it is reasonable to infer that the total GRE-GPA
correlations for education and English majors would differ even though the
pooled within-group (within-department) correlations were identical. If

such werethe case, the total GRE-GPA correlation should be higher for the
English sample (with positive, among-means correlation) than for - the'

education sample (with negptive among - means' correlation).

'Using data from the present study, total correlations between SR-UGPA
acid the respective GRE item -type part scores (prior to within-department
standardization) Were computed to provide a basis for comparison with the
pooled within-department correlations actually used in the study.
Illustrative findings are summarized in Figure C.1. Note, for example, that

/
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EXhibit C.1.

Covariation between maan\GRE score and seas graduate CPA

for selected deartmental samples
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Figure C.1. Comparison of pooled within-department and total

correlation between SR -UGPA and CRE cores in selected fields.
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off

in the data for education, and the combined agriculture and biology
samples, the total correlation is systematically lower than the pooled
within-department correlation while the opposite tends to be true for the
verbal stimple.

The use di total' rather than within-group correlations in the present
study probably would have led to somewhatjdifferent outcomes. Conclusions
regarding the relative level of validity of particular subtexts for various
disciplines would have been affected, for example. It is not clear whether
or how outcomes bearing on the relaXive contribution of the vailous aubtests
to prediction of the SR-UCPA criterion might bsve been affected.

Strictly speaking, it would seem'that the most rigorously designed
studies of ,CRE correlations with SR -UGPA would call for the use of pooled,
within - department, matrices. In validation research involving CPA criteria,
the use of total correlations in -departmentally heteragenous samples
involves elements of interpretive ambiguity that can be avoided only by
using pooled within-group correlations.
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